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A B S T R A C T

Since the deposition patterns affect the stresses and distortions, we examined their effects on multi-layer wire arc
additive manufacturing (WAAM) of Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718 components experimentally and theoretically.
We measured residual stresses by hole drilling method in three identical components printed using different
deposition patterns. In order to understand the origin and the temporal evolution of residual stresses and dis-
tortion, we used a well-tested thermo-mechanical model after validating the computed results with experimental
data for different deposition patterns. Distortions were also examined based on non-dimensional analysis.

We show that printing with short track lengths can minimize residual stresses and distortion among the three
patterns investigated for both alloys. Both Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718 had similar fusion zone shape and size and
were equally susceptible to deformation and warping, although Ti-6Al-4V was relatively less vulnerable to
delamination due to its higher yield strength. A dimensionless strain parameter accurately predicted the effects
of WAAM parameters on distortion and this approach is especially useful when the detailed thermo-mechanical
calculations cannot be undertaken.

1. Introduction

Wire arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) is one of the common
additive manufacturing (AM) processes for alloys and is widely used for
rapid production because of the high melting and deposition rates [1].
However, these desirable attributes also make the WAAM components
susceptible to residual stresses and distortion that often result in dela-
mination and warping of the parts [2–4]. Residual stresses and distor-
tion primarily depend on transient temperature field, deposition pat-
terns and alloy used. Therefore, controlling delamination and warping
requires a better understanding of the evolution of residual stresses and
distortion depending on the transient temperature field for different
deposition patterns and alloys.

Several attempts have been made to evaluate the roles of deposition
patterns on residual stresses and distortion in WAAM. For example,
Somashekara et al. [5] proved that the residual stresses and distortion
in a single layer steel component can be controlled by adjusting the
deposition sequence. The components deposited by linear raster pattern
exhibited lower residual stresses than that in the part printed with
spiral patterns [5]. The distortion of a panel structure could be mini-
mized by choosing a proper building sequence [6]. For a thin wall
structure, the component deposited using bi-directional scanning was

found to exhibit lower residual stresses and the maximum plastic strain
when compared to that printed using unidirectional scanning [7]. It
was reported that for mild steel components, deposition sequences do
not have any effect on reducing the deflection but can alter the residual
stress distribution [8]. The effect of deposition patterns on stresses and
deformation was also studied for steel components printed using
WAAM [9]. However, these aforementioned researches are unable to
conclude whether the observed effects of deposition patterns on re-
sidual stresses and distortion are consistent for various AM alloys. The
literature investigating the role of alloys on residual stresses and dis-
tortion of WAAM components is scarce. Only Oyama et al. [10] showed
that the residual stresses in thin walls of two aluminum alloys can be
different because of the differences in their thermo-physical and me-
chanical properties. Therefore, what is needed and currently not
available is the detailed understanding of the simultaneous effects of
the deposition patterns and the nature of the alloys on the evolution of
stresses and distortion during multi-layer WAAM.

It was reported in the literature that residual stresses and distortion
evolve based on the spatial and temporal variations of the temperature
field [11]. Since in-situ measurement of stresses during printing is
difficult, experimentally it is often impossible to investigate the evo-
lution of stress fields. A recourse is to use a well-tested thermo-
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mechanical model of the WAAM process. This model first calculates the
3D, transient temperature field based on which residual stresses and
distortions are predicted for different alloys and deposition patterns.
Convective heat flow aided by Marangoni effect owing to the surface
tension gradient inside the liquid pool is often the main mechanism of

heat transfer inside the molten pool and thus affects the temperature
fields and fusion zone shape and size. For example, Manvatkar et al.
[12] reported that numerical calculations without considering the effect
of convective flow severely overestimated the peak temperature inside
the molten pool. Therefore, it is important to examine the role of fluid
flow on transient temperature fields to obtain accurate results for the
thermo-mechanical calculations.

Here, we conduct a combined theoretical and experimental research
to investigate the evolution of stresses and distortion based on transient
temperature fields during multi-layer, multi-hatch WAAM components
of two alloys, Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718, with three different deposi-
tion patterns. We (a) print identical components using three different
deposition patterns and measure residual stresses using hole drilling
method, (b) use a thermo-mechanical model to calculate the 3D dis-
tribution of residual stresses and distortion and compare the results
with the experiments, (c) examine the effects of molten metal convec-
tion on the calculated results, (d) compare the susceptibilities to dela-
mination and warping of Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 718 (IN 718) and (e)
introduce back-of-the-envelope calculations using dimensionless strain
parameter to predict the effects of WAAM parameters on distortion
which is useful when the detailed thermo-mechanical calculations
cannot be undertaken.

2. Fabrication of the components and residual stresses
measurement

Rectangular deposits were printed using a WAAM equipment that

Fig. 1. Dimensions of the deposit and substrate. The clamps position and the
four lines along which calculated data are extracted are shown. Line 1 and 2 are
on the top surface of the deposit. Line 3 and 4 are at the substrate-deposit
interface where the data for warping and delamination are examined. The
measuring points of von Mises stress (P1 and P2) using the hole drilling method
are also shown.

Table 1
Process parameters.

Average current
(A)

Average voltage
(V)

Arc efficiency Welding speed
(mm/s)

Heat input (J/
mm)*

Wire feeding speed
(mm/s)

Wire diameter
(mm)

Layer thickness
(mm)

Hatch distance
(mm)

53.6 13 0.7 2 244 16.7 1.2 1.4 4

* Heat input = (Arc voltage * arc current * arc efficiency) / welding speed.

Fig. 2. Deposition patterns for the rectangular components with (a) long deposition pattern, (b) short deposition pattern and (c) spiral deposition pattern, and the
corresponding morphology of the Ti-6Al-4V components deposited by (d) long deposition pattern, (e) short deposition pattern and (f) spiral deposition pattern.
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consists of a computer numerical control (CNC) table with three degrees
of freedom (x, y and z), a chamber filled with argon, a gas tungsten arc
welding (GTAW) equipment and a wire feeder [13]. Since the deposits
are rectangular in shape, rectangular substrates are used for con-
venience. The detailed dimensions of the deposit and substrate are
shown in Fig. 1. The hot rolled substrate of same material as the feeding
wire was mechanically polished before use. The substrate was restricted
with four clamps at the four corners during the deposition process, as
indicated in Fig. 1. The deposition parameters are listed in Table 1.

Three rectangular deposits of the same size were fabricated using
three different deposition patterns, long, short and spiral patterns. The
schematic for the three deposition patterns are shown in Fig. 2 (a–c).
For long deposition pattern, the scanning direction was along the longer
side of the rectangular deposit as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, the
scanning direction was reversed between two successive hatches. For
short deposition pattern, the scanning direction was along the shorter
side of the rectangular deposit as shown in Fig. 2(b). Similar to long
deposition pattern, the scanning direction was also reversed between

Fig. 3. Temperature distribution near the molten pool for Ti-6Al-4V calculated (a) neglecting fluid flow and (b) considering fluid flow. Temperature distribution near
the molten pool for Inconel 718 calculated (c) neglecting fluid flow and (d) considering fluid flow. Molten pool dimensions are indicated in the figures. Half of the
molten pools are shown because of the symmetry about yz plane. Scanning direction is along negative y-axis. Comparison of temperature variation with time for
72mm long single-track deposits of (e) Ti-6Al-4V and (f) Inconel 718 calculated considering and neglecting fluid flow. The monitoring location is on the top surface
at the mid length and mid width of the deposit. All processing parameters are the same as in Table 1.
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two successive hatches. In the spiral deposition pattern, the arc fol-
lowed a spiral path to deposit the rectangular component as shown in
Fig. 2(c). All three deposits were made of five layers. For all three de-
position patterns, the deposition of a particular layer started from the
location where the deposition of the previous layer finished. Therefore,
there was no idle time between layers. A cooling time of 800 s was
provided at the end of the deposition after which the clamps were re-
leased. A constant hatch spacing of 4mm was used for all deposition
patterns.

The deposits fabricated with the three deposition patterns are
shown in Fig. 2(d–f). The figures show that these deposits were suc-
cessfully fabricated with no discontinuity, humps or splash around the
corners. The contour of the component fabricated using long deposition
pattern has undulations along the shorter sides of the deposit (Fig. 2d).
In contrast, undulations are found along the longer sides in the com-
ponent printed using short raster pattern (Fig. 2e). The component
deposited using spiral pattern (Fig. 2f) has a relatively smoother con-
tour than the other two patterns.

The residual stresses were measured using hole drilling method [14]
at two locations (P1 and P2 in Fig. 1) on the top surface of the deposits
at the end of the deposition process after the removal of clamps. Two
holes with a diameter and depth of 1.5 mm and 2mm respectively were
drilled at the two specified locations. Three-element gauges were po-
sitioned around the hole to measure the strains based on which residual
stresses were calculated. Although the experiments provided local

values of strains and residual stresses, these measurements do not
provide the 3D distribution of residual stresses in the components.
Therefore, numerical calculations are performed to estimate residual
stresses and distortion as discussed below.

3. Calculation of residual stresses and distortion in 3D

Calculation of residual stresses and distortion requires an accurate
estimation of the 3D transient temperature field. Therefore it is im-
portant to examine the accuracy of the temperature field. The con-
vective flow of molten metal often dominates the heat transfer me-
chanism inside the molten pool. We used a well-tested heat transfer and
fluid flow model [2,4,15] to calculate the temperature field both con-
sidering and neglecting the convective flow of molten metal for the
processing conditions used in the experiments. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show
the temperature fields near the molten pool for Ti-6Al-4V calculated
neglecting and considering the convective flow of molten metal re-
spectively. The convective flow inside the pool is radially outward and
results in wider and shallower pool [16]. Therefore, the molten pool
length and width in Fig. 3 (b) are higher than those in Fig. 3 (a).
However, pool in Fig. 3 (b) is shallower than that in Fig. 3 (a). Similar
observations can be made for Inconel 718 as evident from Fig. 3 (c) and
(d). Ti-6Al-4V has lower density than IN 718 which is supposed to result
in a larger molten pool for Ti-6Al-4V. However, IN 718 has much lower
liquidus and solidus temperatures than those for Ti-6Al-4V. Due to the

Fig. 4. The temperature distribution of Ti-6Al-4V part at the middle of the deposition of the (a) first layer, (b) third layer, (c) fifth layer and the corresponding y-
component of stress distribution (longitudinal stress) of Ti-6Al-4V part during the deposition of (d) first layer, (e) third layer and (f) fifth layer. The results are for long
deposition pattern using the processing conditions provided in Table 1.
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opposite effects of density and solidus and liquidus temperatures,
molten pool sizes for the two alloys are almost identical. Fig. 3 (e) and
(f) show that the calculations neglecting the fluid flow overestimates
the temperature inside the molten pool for Ti-6Al-4V and IN 718 re-
spectively. However, the fluid flow inside the molten pool does not
have significant effect on the temperature variation below the solidus
temperature. Therefore, the temperature values during cooling calcu-
lated considering fluid flow are same as that estimating by neglecting
fluid flow as shown in Fig. 3 (e) and (f). Since residual stresses primarily
depend on the temperature fields during the cooling time [2], con-
vective flow does not have significant effect on residual stresses for the
processing conditions studied and thus neglected in this research to
make calculations tractable.

In this research, we used a thermo-mechanical model that calculates
3D, transient temperature field without considering the effect of con-
vective flow based on which residual stresses and distortion were es-
timated. The processing conditions are provided in Table 1, which are

the same as used for experiments. The following simplified assumptions
were made in the thermo-mechanical model to make the calculations
tractable.

(1) The surfaces of the deposited layers were considered to be flat.
(2) The densities of the solid and liquid metals were assumed to be

independent of temperature.
(3) An approximate double ellipsoid heat source [17] was considered,

whose dimensions were assumed to be constant during the whole
deposition process. This assumption was made mainly because in a
multi-layer, multi-hatch deposit, molten pool tends to attain a
steady state after depositing a few tracks [18,19]. The dimensions
of the heat source were approximately estimated from a single track
deposit.

(4) Effect of solid state phase transformation [20] was neglected in the
calculation of stresses.

Fig. 5. The temperature distribution of Ti-6Al-4V part (a) at the beginning of cooling, (b) at the cooling time of 100 s, (c) at the cooling time of 500 s and (d) when the
components have cooled down to room temperature and the clamps are released and the corresponding y-component of stress distribution (longitudinal stress) of Ti-
6Al-4V part (e) at the beginning of cooling, (f) at the cooling time of 100 s, (g) at the cooling time of 500 s and (h) when the components have cooled down to room
temperature and the clamps are released. The results are for long deposition pattern using the processing conditions provided in Table 1.
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3D transient temperature field was calculated by solving the heat
conduction equation [21] where the heat input was applied using an
approximate double ellipsoidal heat source [17]. Finite element soft-
ware Abaqus was used for the calculations [22]. The effect of liquid to
solid transformation was considered by including the latent heat of
fusion in the total enthalpy. Boundary conditions in these calculations
included the heat losses by both radiation and convection from the
surfaces of the deposit and substrate [6]. The convection coefficient [6]
was taken as 5.7W/(m2K). However, a high value of 100W/(m2K) was
used for the bottom surface of the substrate to consider the large
amount of heat transfer through the cold workbench. Temperature-
dependent thermo-physical and mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V and
IN 718 used in the calculations were either taken from the literature
[6,23–25] or calculated using a commercial software, JMatPro [4] and
are provided in the Supplementary document. Temperature dependent
material properties were applied using an “element birth technique”
where small blocks of elements were activated based on the movement
of the heat source simulated using a self-developed user subroutine. The

calculated temperature distributions were then used to estimate the
residual stresses and distortion.

The total strain that causes the distortion of the component includes
elastic strain (ΔεE), plastic strain (Δεp), thermal strain (ΔεTh) and the
strain caused by phase transformation and creep (ΔεTr) as follows [2].

Δεtot = ΔεE + Δεp + ΔεTh + ΔεTr (1)

The elastic stress was calculated from the elastic strain by Hooke’s
law with temperature-dependent Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio
[26]. The flow stress and plastic strain with temperature-dependent
plasticity were calculated using the von Mises yield criterion [27]. The
thermal strain was computed with the temperature-dependent coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion [26]. ΔεTr was neglected in this model for
simplicity. Calculations of residual stresses and distortion were also
performed using the finite element based software Abaqus [22]. The
substrate was restricted with four clamps at the four corners of the
substrate as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the boundary conditions for the
mechanical model was applied by constraining the movements of the

Fig. 6. Variation in temperature distribution along line 1 (shown in Fig. 1) during cooling for the Ti-6Al-4V deposit fabricated using (a) long deposition pattern, (b)
short deposition pattern and (c) spiral deposition pattern. Similarly, the corresponding stresses along x-direction for the Ti-6Al-4V deposit made using (d) long
deposition pattern, (e) short deposition pattern and (f) spiral deposition pattern during cooling. The results are for the three deposition patterns using the processing
conditions provided in Table 1. ΔT and Δ σ represent the largest variations in temperature and residual stresses, respectively.
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nodes under the four clamps. When the printing was done and the
substrate cooled down to the room temperature, clamp removal was
simulated by deactivating the constraints from these nodes.

4. Results and discussions

To investigate the effects of transient temperature fields on the
evolution of stresses during the deposition and cooling process, the Ti-
6Al-4V component fabricated using long deposition pattern is selected
as an example. Temperature fields and the corresponding stress dis-
tributions at the middle of the deposition of the first, third and fifth
layers are shown in Fig. 4 (a–f). During the deposition of the first layer,
both the substrate and the deposit are heated up intensively and the
largest expansion in the deposit takes place along the scanning direc-
tion (along y-axis). Since the substrate is constrained by the clamps, it
suffers from compressive stress, as shown in Fig. 4 (d). For upper layers,
more heat accumulates that increases the temperature. The temperature
fields during the deposition of the third layer (Fig. 4 b) are more ex-
panded than that during the first layer (Fig. 4 a). Temperature fields
nearly attain a steady state after the third layer. Therefore, when the arc

moves from the center of the third layer to the center of the fifth layer,
the temperature distribution in the substrate does not change sig-
nificantly as shown in Fig. 4 (c). When the third layer is deposited, the
previous two layers have already cooled down and contracted largely
along y-direction. The contraction is dominant along y-direction be-
cause scanning is performed along y-axis in the long deposition pattern.
Since the clamps restrict the deformation of the substrate, the con-
traction in the deposit results in high tensile stress in the substrate along
the y-direction as shown in Fig. 4 (e). Contraction of the deposit along
y-direction also results in large compressive stress in the substrate near
the longer side of the component as shown in Fig. 4 (e). Since the
temperature fields reach steady state after the third layer, the stress
distribution (tensile or compressive) remains the same but the magni-
tudes of the stresses continue to increase as shown in Fig. 4 (e) and (f).
The stress that originate during the deposition as shown in Fig. 4 sig-
nificantly contribute to the final residual stresses fields. In other words,
the evolution of stresses fields during cooling starts from the stress
distributions that have already originated during deposition as ex-
plained below.

During the cooling process, the temperatures of the substrate and

Fig. 7. Variation in temperature distribution along line 2 (indicated in Fig. 1) for the Ti-6Al-4V deposit made using (a) long deposition pattern, (b) short deposition
pattern and (c) spiral deposition pattern during cooling. Similarly, the corresponding stresses along y-direction for the Ti-6Al-4V deposit fabricated using (d) long
deposition pattern, (e) short deposition pattern and (f) spiral deposition pattern during cooling. The results are for the three deposition patterns using the processing
conditions provided in Table 1. ΔT and Δ σ represent the largest variations in temperature and residual stresses, respectively.
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deposit continue to decrease as shown in Fig. 5 (a–c). At the end of the
cooling, the deposit cools down to the room temperature and the
clamps are released as shown in Fig. 5 (d). The deposit continues to
shrink along y-direction during the whole cooling process. This con-
traction generates high tensile stresses in the substrate because the
substrate is constrained by the clamps. This contraction also results in
high compressive stress in the substrate near the longer edge of the
component as shown in Fig. 5 (e). Magnitudes of these stresses con-
tinuously increase during the cooling process as shown in Fig. 5 (e–g).
The last hatch of the 5th layer cools down at the end. Therefore, high

tensile stresses are accumulated in this region as shown in Fig. 5 (f–g).
This can be attributed to the fact that there is no subsequent heating
operation on the last hatch to partially alleviate the stresses. In contrast,
the stress values in the previously deposited hatches are partially alle-
viated due to reheating during the deposition of subsequent hatches.
Similar observation was also made by Mughal et al. [8] during multi-
layer WAAM of a mild steel component. Since the clamps constraint the
substrate to contract, the substrate largely suffers from tensile stress,
especially in the region close to the clamps and the region near the edge
of the shorter side of the deposit, as shown in Fig. 5 (g). After releasing
the clamps, the shorter edges of the substrate deform upward and thus
the high tensile stresses near the clamps are relieved as shown in Fig. 5
(h). Upward deformation results in high compressive stress on the top
surface of the substrate near the longer side of the deposit as shown in
Fig. 5 (h). From Figs. 4 and 5 it is evident that the residual stresses and
distortion evolve depending on the transient temperature field and are
largely controlled by the deposition pattern. Therefore, the stresses of
Ti-6Al-4V components printed using three different deposition patterns
are compared below.

To compare the x-component of residual stresses for three deposi-
tion patterns, variations in temperature and resulting stress evolutions
have been investigated during the cooling process. Fig. 6 (a–f) show the
variations in temperature and x-component of stresses along line 1
(Fig. 1) at different time during cooling of Ti-6Al-4V components fab-
ricated using three deposition patterns. For the deposit fabricated using
short deposition pattern, change in temperature along line 1 (Fig. 6 b)
during cooling is very less which results in low residual stresses in the
component (Fig. 6 e). However, for the component made using long
deposition pattern, largest change in temperature (ΔT) is observed near
the long edge of the deposit where the last hatch is deposited as shown
in Fig. 6 (a). This large variation in temperature during cooling results
in sharp change [28] in residual stresses (Δ σ) at the same location as
shown in Fig. 6 (d). For the spiral deposition pattern, the region near
the center of the deposit cools down to the room temperature at the
end. Therefore, the largest change in temperature (ΔT) is observed at
the mid-length of line 1 as shown in Fig. 6 (c). This large variation in
temperature results in sharp change in residual stresses (Δ σ) at the
same location as shown in Fig. 6 (f).

Fig. 7 shows the variations in temperature and y-component of
stresses along line 2 (Fig. 1) at different time during cooling for the
components fabricated using three deposition patterns. For the deposit
fabricated using the long deposition pattern, change in temperature
along line 2 (Fig. 7 a) during cooling is very less. Therefore, there is no
significant change in the stress field during the cooling as shown in
Fig. 7 (d). However, sudden change of stresses from tensile to com-
pressive occurs due to the removal of the clamps as explained before.
For the component made using short deposition pattern, largest change
in temperature (ΔT) is observed near the short edge of the deposit
where the last hatch is deposited as shown in Fig. 7 (b). This large
variation in temperature during cooling results in sharp change in re-
sidual stresses (Δ σ) at the same location as shown in Fig. 7 (e). For the
spiral deposition pattern, the region near the center of the deposit cools
down to the room temperature at the end. Therefore, the largest change
in temperature is observed near the mid-length of line 2 as shown in
Fig. 7 (c). This large variation in temperature results in sharp change in
residual stresses at the same location as shown in Fig. 7 (f).

The aforementioned calculated stress results show fair agreement
with the experimental measurements. For example, Fig. 8 shows that
the calculated Mises residual stresses along line 2 (Fig. 1) agree with the
corresponding experimental results for Ti-6Al-4V deposits printed using
the three deposition patterns. The slight mismatch between the com-
puted and experimental results is primarily caused by the measurement
error of hole drilling method and the assumptions made in the thermo-
mechanical model. It is evident from the figure that along the same line
the residual stresses can be significantly different depending on the
deposition pattern used. These differences can be more pronounced for

Fig. 8. Comparison of experimentally measured and numerically computed
Mises stresses for Ti-6Al-4V components fabricated using (a) long deposition
pattern, (b) short deposition pattern and (c) spiral deposition pattern. These
results are taken along line 2 at two pinots P1 and P2 in Fig. 1. The processing
conditions are provided in Table 1.
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various alloy systems with different thermo-physical and mechanical
properties. To investigate the simultaneous effects of deposition pat-
terns and alloys, the stresses and deformation of the components made
using three different deposition patterns are calculated for Ti-6Al-4V
and IN 718 as explained below.

Fig. 9 shows the y-component of the residual stresses in both alloys
fabricated with three deposition patterns after releasing the clamps.
Cutaway isometric views are used to show the accumulations of re-
sidual stresses inside the component. For both alloys, the y-direction
stress distributions in the substrate are the same with high tensile stress
near the shorter edge of the deposit and high compressive stress near
the longer edge of the substrate. Y-direction stresses mainly originate
from the expansion along this direction during heating and shrinkage
during cooling. During the cooling time, all deposits shrink resulting in
high tensile stresses near the shorter edge of the deposit. For the region
near the longer edge of the substrate, compressive stresses originate due
to the upward bending of shorter edges of the substrate after releasing
the clamps. For the components fabricated with long deposition pattern
(Fig. 9 a and d), compressive stresses are observed on the top surface of
the deposits because y-direction is the primary contraction direction for
the deposit with long deposition pattern. For both alloys, high tensile
stresses can be found in the center of the deposit with spiral deposition
pattern (as shown in Fig. 9 c and f) since the last hatch is deposited at
that location. For both alloys, the deposits made using short deposition
pattern (Fig. 9 b and e) have the least residual stresses among the three
deposition patterns. This is because more hatches needed to fabricate

the deposits using short deposition pattern significantly alleviate the
stresses due to the reheating effect. It can also be found that after clamp
removal, high tensile stresses accumulate on the bottom of the sub-
strates for both alloys due to the upward bending of the substrates.

The x-component of the residual stresses for both alloys fabricated
using three deposition patterns are shown in Fig. 10. For both alloys
and all three deposition patterns, high x-direction tensile stresses ori-
ginate perpendicular to the x-axis near the longer edge of the deposit
due to the contraction during cooling. High compressive stresses can be
found near the shorter edge of the deposit to balance the tensile stresses
in the substrate. For both alloys, compressive stresses can be found on
the surface of the deposit printed using short deposition pattern (Fig. 10
b and e) because x-direction is the primary contraction direction for
that deposit. In addition, for both alloys, the deposits with spiral pattern
(Fig. 10 c and f) have the highest stresses values compared to the other
depositions.

Delamination of the component mainly depends on the stresses (σ)
at the substrate-deposit interface and the yield stress (Y) of the alloy at
room temperature. A delamination index, d*, is proposed here to
evaluate the susceptibility to delamination of WAAM components and
is expressed as:

d* = σ/Y (2)

For both the alloys, two lines (line 3 and 4 as indicated in Fig. 1) are
selected at the substrate-deposit interface to study the influence of
different deposition patterns on delamination of the components. Stress

Fig. 9. Residual stresses along y-direction in the Ti-6Al-4V components fabricated using (a) long deposition pattern, (b) short deposition pattern and (c) spiral
deposition pattern when the deposits cooled down to room temperature and the clamps were released. Residual stresses along y-direction in the Inconel 718
components deposited with (d) long deposition pattern, (e) short deposition pattern and (f) spiral deposition pattern when the deposits cooled down to room
temperature and the clamps were released. The processing conditions are provided in Table 1.
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components along x and y directions are considered to calculate the
delamination index along line 3 and 4, respectively. Fig. 11 (a–f) show
that for a particular pattern, the stress distributions for both alloys are
similar. However, the magnitudes of stresses are different because of
the dissimilar mechanical properties of the two alloys. Fig. 11 (g–l)
shows the corresponding delamination index for both the alloys along
line 3 and 4 respectively. The delamination index is much higher in IN
718 components than that in Ti-6Al-4V parts (Fig. 11 j–l). This is mainly
because the delamination depends on both the stresses at the substrate-
deposit interface and the yield stress of the alloy at room temperature.
The stresses at the interface are often higher for Ti-6Al-4V components.
However, the room-temperature yield strength of Ti-6Al-4V is around 3
times higher than that of IN 718. Therefore, Ti-6Al-4V is less susceptible
to delamination than IN 718 for a given set of processing conditions.

Warping of the components primarily depends on the vertical de-
formation (uz) of the component and the substrate thickness (d). A
warping index, w*, is proposed here to evaluate the susceptibility to
warping for AM components and is expressed as:

w* = uz / d (3)

Fig. 12 shows the warping index along line 4 (Fig. 1) for the com-
ponents fabricated with three deposition patterns under the same pro-
cessing conditions for both alloys. It can be found that in the substrate-
deposit interface, the warping is similar for both alloys with a certain

deposition pattern, which can be attributed to the similar molten pool
size of the two alloys (Fig. 3). For both alloys, the warping of the de-
posits with long and spiral deposition patterns is higher than that with
short deposition pattern. Since shorter tracks shrink less during cooling,
the component fabricated with short deposition pattern exhibits the
least deformation and warping among the three deposition patterns.

From the aforementioned results, it is evident that for a particular
set of processing conditions and deposition pattern, components fabri-
cated with different alloys exhibit remarkably diverse residual stresses
and distortion. Rigorous numerical models similar to what used in this
research are helpful to understand this effect. However, these models
are computationally intensive and cannot be used in real time.
Therefore, a recently proposed non-dimensional strain parameter, ε*, is
used as an indicator of susceptibility to deformation [29,30]:

ε* = (βΔT/EI)*t*(H3/2/F√ ρ) (4)

where β is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, ΔT is the
maximum rise in temperature during the process, E is the elastic
modulus and I is the moment of inertia of the substrate, the product, EI,
is the flexural rigidity of the substrate, t is the characteristic time that
equals to the total time required to deposit a single layer, H is the heat
input per unit length, F is the Fourier number [31] and ρ is the density
of the alloy. The peak temperature and the depth of the molten pool can
be calculated using the thermo-mechanical model. This strain

Fig. 10. Residual stresses along x-direction in the Ti-6Al-4V components fabricated using (a) long deposition pattern, (b) short deposition pattern and (c) spiral
deposition pattern when the deposits cooled down to room temperature and the clamps were released. Residual stresses along x-direction in the Inconel 718
components deposited with (d) long deposition pattern, (e) short deposition pattern and (f) spiral deposition pattern when the deposits cooled down to room
temperature and the clamps were released. The processing conditions are provided in Table 1.
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parameter quantitatively represents the maximum strain encountered
by the fabricated component [31]. From Eq. (4), it’s obvious that strains
increase with rise in temperature and heat input, but decrease with
increasing flexural rigidity of the substrate. The maximum strain during
the deposition is calculated using the thermo-mechanical model at
three different heat inputs for both the alloys. The strain parameter is
also calculated for the corresponding processing conditions for two

alloys. Fig. 13 shows that the numerically calculated maximum strains
in the single-track deposit are consistent with the strain parameter, ε*,
for both the alloys at different heat input. With the increase in heat
input, the strain increases because larger molten pools shrink more
during solidification and exhibit more distortion. It can also be found
that for a particular heat input, the strain parameters for both the alloys
are similar, which is attributed to the similar size of molten pool of

Fig. 11. Calculated x-component of residual stresses along line 3 (indicated in Fig. 1) in the parts fabricated using (a) long deposition pattern, (b) short deposition
pattern and (c) spiral deposition pattern after releasing the clamps. Calculated y-component of residual stresses along line 4 in the components fabricated using (d)
long deposition pattern, (e) short deposition pattern and (f) spiral deposition pattern after releasing the clamps. Correspondingly, the delamination index along line 3
in the components deposited with (g) long deposition pattern, (h) short deposition pattern and (i) spiral deposition pattern after releasing the clamps. The dela-
mination index along line 4 in the components deposited with (j) long deposition pattern, (k) short deposition pattern and (l) spiral deposition pattern after releasing
the clamps. The processing conditions are provided in Table 1. Delamination index is the ratio of the residual stresses at the substrate-deposit interface to the yield
strength of the alloy at room temperature.
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these two alloys (Fig. 3). Therefore, back-of-the-envelope calculations
using the strain parameter can be helpful for shop floor usage.

5. Summary and conclusions

We used a combined theoretical and experimental investigation to
reveal the influence of three deposition patterns on residual stresses and
distortion of multi-layer WAAM components of Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel
718. Below are the specific findings.

1) For both alloys, convective flow of molten metal was found to affect

the peak temperature, the temperature distribution inside the pool
as well as fusion zone shape and size. However, for the conditions of
the experiments reported here, the temperature field during cooling
below the solidus temperature were not significantly affected by
convection. Since residual stresses primarily depend on the tem-
perature variation during cooling of the solids, the convective flow
was neglected in the thermo-mechanical model to make the calcu-
lations tractable.

2) Residual stresses can be mitigated by using short track lengths.
Deposition patterns significantly influenced residual stresses and
deformation of deposits with maximum residual stresses

Fig. 12. Warping index along line 3 (shown in Fig. 1) in the components fabricated with the same substrate thickness using (a) long deposition pattern, (b) short
deposition pattern and (c) spiral deposition pattern after releasing the clamps. Warping index along line 4 in the components fabricated with the same substrate
thickness using (d) long deposition pattern, (e) short deposition pattern and (f) spiral deposition pattern after releasing the clamps. The processing conditions are
provided in Table 1. Warping index is the ratio of vertical deformation of the component to the substrate thickness.
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accumulated in deposits made by spiral tracks among the three
deposition patterns investigated.

3) The magnitudes of stresses were different for the two alloys for the
same processing conditions due to the differences in their mechan-
ical properties. However, the 3D spatial distribution of residual
stresses for the three different deposition patterns were similar for
the two alloys. The components built with Ti-6Al-4V were not as
vulnerable as Inconel 718 to delamination.

4) For both alloys, the center of the build fabricated with spiral de-
position pattern cooled down at the end and accumulated very high
residual stresses and distortion. In the deposits made using long and
short deposition patterns, the locations that cool down at the end
and accumulated high residual stresses were near the edge of the
deposit.

5) Back-of-the-envelope calculations using a dimensionless strain
parameter was found to capture the effects of process parameters on
strain and deformation for both alloys investigated. The analytical
calculations agreed with the results obtained from a rigorous
thermo-mechanical model for both the alloys investigated. The re-
latively simple and easy-to-use strain parameter can be helpful for
shop floor usage where rapid calculations are required, and com-
putationally intensive large rigorous numerical models cannot be
used.
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